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Rare decays at 
LHCb



- B->K*mm angular analysis 
- b->smumu decays and correlations 
- b->see and b->stt decays 
- Future of measurements 

- Radiative decays and right-handed currents 
- Very rare decays and exotic searches 
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Introduction

- Ci are short distance Wilson coefficients 
- <f |Oi |i> long distance hadronization (form-factors) 
 

- C9 = -C10 -> LH lepton current 
- Oi’ operators describe right-handed quark current 
 



Angular analysis of B->K*mm
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the q2 distribution
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Invariant Mass fit
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The K*mm anomaly persists
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The K*mm anomaly persists
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LHCb Run 1 analysis
LHCb 2011 analysis
Belle arXiv:1604.04042

Very good agreement with the recent Belle 
measurement of P5’
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Interpretations

- Possible effects from charm loop contribute to C9 
- Not well understood from theory point of view
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Tension with SM prediction in 
the Wilson coefficient C9 or 
C9=-C10

Zwicky & Lyons 2015



A coherent pattern?
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All branching b->smm branching ratios below the SM 
predictions, compatible with reduced C9 (or C9NP = -C10NP)



B->mm branching ratio

CMS + LHCb ATLAS

- If there is NP in C10 this will have to be confirmed in Bs->mm



RK connections

RK = 1 within 1%

- RK should be 1 within 1% 

-Less muons than expected, compatible with b->smm anomalies  

- C9 (or C9NP = -C10NP) reduced in the muons wrt electrons



Future (RUNII and III)
- LHCb upgrade  (50fb-1) expect about 100K fully 

reconstructed  B0->K*mm decays  
- Can test the q2 dependency and disentangle NP from QCD

- Angular analysis of B->K*ee ongoing for RUNI (RUN II and III 
expect large improvements) 

- b->dmm transitions Cabibbo suppressed  
- Belle II/LHCb upgrade branching ratios and angular analysis 

of B->hs tau tua (challenging at LHCb)

Important to measure all 
b->smm transitions, since 
NP should be universal



Future (RUNII and III)
- If NP is present in C9 and C10 this would show up in the decay 

Bs->mm and B0->mm 
- Expected an error of 0.2 x 10-9 in Bs->mm at LHCb upgrade 
- Ratio of the branching ratios Bs->mm and B0->mm clean from 

theory point of view

- Decay of Bs -> tau tau challenging at LHCb  
- Belle II can use the B-tagging, but low branching ratio



Radiative 
decays
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Photon polarisation

very low q2 sensitive to photon polarization

Results with 1fb-1



Photon polarisation



Photon polarisation

[PRL	112,	161801	(2014)	]	



Photon polarisation



- Compatible with SM 
predictions 

- Best sensitivity to C7’ up to 
date

Photon polarisation



Future (RUNII and III)
B0->K*ee angular analysis low q2 

Time dependent Bs-> phi gamma decay 
sensitive to photon polarisation

RUN II RUN III

Measuring photon polarisation with b-baryon also ongoing



Exotic Searches
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Hidden Sector

Visible Sector 
GSM = U(1)xU(2)xU(3)

Hidden Sector 
singlets wrt GSM

Mediator

• New light hidden particles singlets wrt to SM gauge groups   
• The lagrangian for the mediator is a composite operator (of SM and HS)  
• Lowest dimension SM operator makes up the portal to the HS 
• Examples: Hiddens scalars, Hidden Photons, … 
• In general long living particles with relatively low mass



Hidden Scalars
- Displaced dimuon (long living) coming from B decay 
- Scalar mixing with the Higgs (Inflaton, ALPs)

- Very low background for displaced 
events 

- Searches for displaced muons in other 
channels ongoing



Dark Photon
- U(1) in the Hidden sector, with a vector A’ which mixes with 

the photon

- Projections for LHCb 
upgrade

Dimuon prompt, 
normalised to DY

- Lower coupling can be probed with high intensity fixed 
target experiment 



Conclusions
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Conclusions

- Deviations with respect to SM predictions in b->smm decays 

- They can be explained with QCD effects or NP: 

- New high statistics measurements are crucial to see if the 
contribution is really universal 

- Comparison with electron modes (e.g. B0->K*ee) will come in 
RUN II and with tau-modes (e.g. B0->K*tau tau) with RUN III 
and Belle II 

- If Axial-vector operator is involved Bs->mm will be 
suppressed



Conclusions

- Measurements of photon polarisation in b->s gamma is 
sensitive to RH currents 

- LHCb has the world best measurements of that, but more are 
coming in RUN II and RUN III 

- LHCb should be considered a general purpose detector in the 
forward direction, great potential for Hidden Sector 



Backup Slides



Signal region
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Likelihood fit
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Use orthogonality of spherical harmonics to determine the 
coefficients

We sample the angular distribution with our data, so the 
integral becomes a sum over data

The weights we accounts for the efficiency

Method of Moments
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Charm loop effects?

- Possible effects from charm loop contribute to C9 
- Not well understood from theory point of view
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Ways to check this 
- Flatness as a function of q2 
- Universality in b->smm decays 
- Interference with all ccbar 

resonances



Amplitudes
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In the K* high energy limit, at LO

P 0
5 / <(A0A?)p

|A0|2 ⇥ |A?|2

Build ratios to cancel FFs at LO 



x

Analysis of 1fb-1
In the analysis of 1fb-1 we did not have enough data to fit the 
full Pdf, so we used “folding” of angles to simplify the Pdf
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 LHCb  Collaboration JHEP 08 (2013) 131 
LHCb  Collaboration PRL 111 (2013) 191801

http://arxiv.org/abs/1304.6325
http://arxiv.org/abs/1308.1707


Tension with SM prediction 
when theory combine this 
measurements with many 
others

If it is a New Particle the best 
candidate seem to be a Z’

[Descotes-Genon/Hofer/Matias/Virto 1510.04239]

[Altmannshofer/Straub 1411.3161 & 1503.06199]
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